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Abstract

Early exiting allows instances to exit at differ-001
ent layers according to the estimation of diffi-002
culty. Previous works usually adopt heuristic003
metrics such as the entropy of internal outputs004
to measure instance difficulty, which suffers005
from generalization and threshold-tuning. In006
contrast, learning to exit, or learning to pre-007
dict instance difficulty is a more appealing way.008
Though some effort has been devoted to em-009
ploying such "learn-to-exit" modules, it is still010
unknown whether and how well the instance011
difficulty can be learned. As a response, we012
first conduct experiments on the learnability013
of instance difficulty, which demonstrates that014
modern neural models perform poorly on pre-015
dicting instance difficulty. Based on this obser-016
vation, we propose a simple-yet-effective Hash-017
based Early Exiting approach (HASHEE) that018
replaces the learn-to-exit modules with hash019
functions to assign each token to a fixed ex-020
iting layer. Different from previous methods,021
HASHEE requires no internal classifiers nor022
extra parameters, and therefore is more effi-023
cient. Experimental results on classification,024
regression, and generation tasks demonstrate025
that HASHEE can achieve higher performance026
with fewer FLOPs and inference time com-027
pared with previous state-of-the-art early ex-028
iting methods.029

1 Introduction030

Early exiting is a widely used technique to accel-031

erate inference of deep neural networks. With the032

rising of pre-trained language models (PLMs) (De-033

vlin et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2020;034

Raffel et al., 2020; Qiu et al., 2020), early exiting035

is drawing increasing attention in the NLP com-036

munity. At its core, early exiting allows simple in-037

stances to exit early while allowing hard instances038

to exit late. Thus, how to measure instance diffi-039

culty is a crucial problem.040

Most existing early exiting methods attach mul-041

tiple internal classifiers to the PLM and adopt042

some heuristic metrics, such as entropy (Xin et al., 043

2020; Liu et al., 2020a) or maximum softmax 044

score (Schwartz et al., 2020) of internal outputs, to 045

measure instance difficulty. However, these meth- 046

ods can not easily generalize to new tasks. On the 047

one hand, these metrics are not accessible on some 048

tasks such as regression. On the other hand, In 049

order for these methods to perform well, one usu- 050

ally needs to fine-tune the threshold, which varies 051

widely across different tasks and datasets. 052

Another way to measure instance difficulty is 053

to directly learn it. Recent studies (Elbayad et al., 054

2020; Xin et al., 2021) that use the idea of "learn-to- 055

exit" have achieved promising results. They jointly 056

train a neural model to predict for each instance the 057

exiting layer. At their core, the learn-to-exit module 058

is to estimate the difficulty for each instance. Com- 059

pared with previous heuristically designed metrics 060

for difficulty, learn-to-exit is task-agnostic and does 061

not require threshold-tuning, therefore is a more 062

promising way. 063

Despite their success, it is still unknown whether 064

or how well the instance difficulty can be learned. 065

As a response, in this work, we construct datasets 066

for two kinds of instance difficulty: (a) Human- 067

defined difficulty, and (b) Model-defined difficulty. 068

The dataset for human-defined difficulty has two 069

labels, 0 for instances that can be annotated by 070

human and 1 for instances that cannot. For model- 071

defined difficulty, we train a multi-exit BERT (De- 072

vlin et al., 2019), which is attached with an in- 073

ternal classifier at each layer, on a sentence-level 074

classification task, SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015), 075

and a token-level classification task, OntoNotes 076

NER (Hovy et al., 2006). The trained multi-exit 077

BERTs are then used to annotate for each develop- 078

ment instance whether it can be correctly predicted 079

by each internal classifier. Thus, our constructed 080

sentence-level and token-level model-defined diffi- 081

culty datasets are multi-label classification datasets. 082

Experimental results demonstrate that, modern neu- 083
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ral networks perform poorly on predicting instance084

difficulty. This observation is consistent with pre-085

vious work (Laverghetta et al., 2020) on estimating086

instance difficulty for curriculum learning.087

Given that instance difficulty is hard to be pre-088

dicted, then what works in the learn-to-exit mod-089

ules? We hypothesis that the consistency between090

training and inference may play an important role.091

That is, for a training instance xi that is predicted092

to exit at layer l, an inference instance xj that is093

similar with xi should be predicted to exit at layer l,094

too. Since neural networks are usually smooth func-095

tions (Ziegel, 2003), this consistency can be easily096

satisfied by neural learn-to-exit modules. If this097

hypothesis holds, we can replace the learn-to-exit098

module with a simple hash function. In particular,099

we use hash functions to assign each token to a100

fixed exiting layer. This hash-based early exiting101

method is named HASHEE.102

Compared with previous methods that use103

heuristic metrics for difficulty or jointly learn104

to exit, HASHEE offers several advantages: (a)105

HASHEE requires no internal classifiers nor extra106

parameters, which are necessary in previous work.107

(b) HASHEE can perform token-level early exiting108

without supervision, therefore can be widely used109

on various tasks including language understand-110

ing and generation. (c) The speed-up ratio can be111

easily tuned by modifying the hash function. (d)112

HASHEE can significantly accelerate model infer-113

ence on a per-batch basis instead of per-instance114

basis as in previous work (Xin et al., 2020; Liu115

et al., 2020a; Zhou et al., 2020).116

We conduct experiments on classification, re-117

gression, and generation tasks. Experimental re-118

sults on ELUE (Liu et al., 2021a) demonstrate that119

HASHEE, despite its simplicity, can achieve higher120

performance with fewer FLOPs and inference time121

than previous state-of-the-art methods on various122

tasks. Besides, our experiments on several text123

summarization datasets show that HASHEE can124

reduce ∼50% FLOPs of BART (Lewis et al., 2020)125

and CPT (Shao et al., 2021) while maintaining 97%126

ROUGE-1 score.127

2 Can Instance Difficulty Be Learned?128

In this section, we examine whether or to what ex-129

tent instance difficulty can be learned. In particular,130

we manage to evaluate how well a neural network131

that trained on some data with difficulty annotation132

can generalize to unseen data. Here we consider133

Figure 1: Training a BERT model to predict human-
defined difficulty.

two kinds of difficulty: human-defined difficulty 134

and model-defined difficulty. 135

2.1 Human-defined Difficulty 136

Dataset Construction Human-defined difficulty 137

of an instance measures how difficult for human to 138

judge its label. To construct such a dataset, we use 139

the SNLI dataset (Bowman et al., 2015), which is a 140

collection of 570k human-written English sentence 141

pairs that are manually labeled with the inference 142

relation between the two sentences: entailment, 143

contradiction, or neutral. The labels in SNLI are 144

determined by the majority of the crowd-sourced 145

annotators. If there is no majority for an instance, 146

its label would be "Unknown". We collect 1,119 un- 147

known instances from SNLI dataset as our difficult 148

instances, and collect 1,119 labeled instances from 149

the instances of three classes (i.e., entailment, con- 150

tradiction, and neutral) in equal proportion as our 151

simple instances, obtaining a balanced binary clas- 152

sification (difficult or simple) dataset with 2,238 153

instances. We randomly sample 1,238 instances 154

with balanced labels as training set and use the 155

remaining 1,000 instances as test set. 156

Learning Human-defined Difficulty We then 157

train a BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) with a 158

linear classifier on the top on our constructed train- 159

ing set, and evaluate on the test set to see if it can 160

predict whether an unseen instance is simple or 161

difficult. As shown in Figure 1, the BERT model 162

that fits well on the training set can only achieve 163

∼60% accuracy on the test set, demonstrating that 164

neural models (even BERT) can not easily learn to 165

estimate human-defined difficulty. 166

2.2 Model-defined Difficulty 167

However, model can have a different view of in- 168

stance difficulty from human. For example, an 169

instance can be defined as a difficult one if it can 170

not be correctly predicted by a well-trained model. 171
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Figure 2: The best accuracy achieved by different mod-
els on our constructed datasets for model-defined diffi-
culty. The trained neural networks perform on par with
the simple majority model.

Thus, we also construct datasets to characterize172

model-defined difficulty for each instance, which173

is more realistic in the context of early exiting.174

In particular, we construct two datasets labeled175

with model-defined difficulty at sentence-level and176

token-level, respectively.177

Sentence-level Difficulty Estimating model-178

defined difficulty of a sentence (or sentence pairs) is179

helpful to language understanding tasks such as text180

classification and natural language inference (Xin181

et al., 2021). To obtain the sentence-level difficulty,182

we train a multi-exit BERT that is attached with an183

internal classifier at each layer on SNLI training set.184

Once the multi-exit BERT is trained, it can serve as185

an annotator to label each instance in the SNLI de-186

velopment set whether it can be correctly predicted187

by each internal classifier. In our experiments, we188

use BERTBASE that has 12 layers, and therefore for189

each instance in the SNLI development set we have190

12 labels, each takes values of 0 or 1 to indicate191

whether or not the corresponding internal classifier192

correctly predict its label. By this, we label the193

9,842 SNLI development instances to construct a194

multi-label classification dataset, from which we195

randomly sample 8,000 instances as training set196

and use the remaining 1,842 instances as test set.197

Token-level Difficulty We also construct a198

dataset for estimating model-defined difficulty of199

each token, which can be used in language gen-200

eration tasks (Elbayad et al., 2020) and sequence201

labeling tasks (Li et al., 2021b). Similarly, we202

train a multi-exit BERT on OntoNotes NER (Hovy203

et al., 2006) training set, and use it to annotate204

each token in the OntoNotes development instances205

whether it can be correctly predicted by each inter-206

nal classifier. By this, we obtain a token-level multi-207

label classification datasets consisting of 13,900208

Model Precision Recall F1 Score

Sentence-Level Difficulty

Majority 60.5 36.7 45.7
Linear-M 54.8 42.1 47.6
Linear-B 52.9 45.3 48.8
BiLSTM 54.5 45.2 49.4
BERT 61.1 49.9 54.9

Token-Level Difficulty

Majority* - - -
Linear-B 56.6 38.7 46.0
BiLSTM 46.8 39.9 43.0
BERT 65.6 44.6 53.1

Table 1: Experimental results on our constructed model-
defined difficulty datasets. We report micro-averaged
precision, recall and F1 score over the negative label.
*: The majority model for the token-level task would
always predict positive class for all the labels, and there-
fore the F1 score is not applicable.

instances, from which we randomly sample 10,000 209

instances to construct a training set and use the 210

remaining 3,900 instances as test set. 211

Learning Model-defined Difficulty For each 212

constructed model-defined difficulty dataset, we 213

evaluate several models: (1) Majority model al- 214

ways predicts the majority class for each label, 215

with class priors learned from the training data. 216

(2) Linear-M is a multi-classification linear layer 217

that takes as input the average pooled word embed- 218

dings and outputs the exiting layer. This model 219

corresponds to the multinomial variants of Elbayad 220

et al. (2020). Since the inputs of Linear-M is non- 221

contextualized, we did not apply it to estimate 222

token-level difficulty. (3) Linear-B is a binary clas- 223

sification linear layer that takes as input the hidden 224

states at each BERT layer and outputs whether or 225

not the instance (or token) is correctly predicted. 226

This model corresponds to the geometric variants 227

of Elbayad et al. (2020) and the learn-to-exit mod- 228

ule in BERxiT (Xin et al., 2021). (4) We also train 229

and evaluate a bidirectional LSTM model (Hochre- 230

iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with one layer and 231

hidden size of 256. It takes as input the instance 232

and outputs the exiting layer. (5) BERT model (De- 233

vlin et al., 2019) is also considered for this task. For 234

these models, except for Linear-B, we use the bi- 235

nary cross entropy loss to handle the multi-label 236

classification. Since most development instances 237

are correctly predicted, our constructed datasets are 238

label-imbalanced. To alleviate this issue, we adopt 239

over-sampling for classes with fewer instances. 240
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Our experimental results are shown in Figure 2,241

from which we find that: (1) For the task of esti-242

mating sentence-level difficulty, the shallow neural243

models perform as well as simple majority model.244

Only the BERT model can slightly outperform the245

majority model. (2) For token-level difficulty, these246

neural models perform slightly better than the ma-247

jority model. The insignificant improvement over248

the majority model demonstrate that, the perfor-249

mance of the neural models mainly come from the250

learning of prior distribution of label instead of ex-251

tracting difficulty-related features from instances.252

In the case of label imbalance, the accuracy can not253

well measure model performance. Besides, in the254

context of early exiting, we are more interested in255

cases that the model performs a false exit for an256

unsolved instance. Thus, we also report the preci-257

sion, recall, and F1 score on the negative class. As258

shown in Table 1, all the evaluated models perform259

poorly on recognizing the incorrectly predicted in-260

stances and tokens.261

Though, it can not be concluded that the instance262

difficulty can not be learned since there are still a263

variety of machine learning models and training264

techniques that are under explored. Our prelim-265

inary experiments demonstrate that, at least, in-266

stance difficulty, whether human-defined or model-267

defined, is hard to learn for modern neural net-268

works. In fact, our evaluated learn-to-exit models269

are upper baselines than that used in previous work270

because: (1) we also adopt more powerful deep271

models instead of simple linear models in previous272

methods (Elbayad et al., 2020; Xin et al., 2021),273

and (2) Different from our method that trains learn-274

to-exit module on development set, previous meth-275

ods jointly train their learn-to-exit module on the276

training set where few instances are incorrectly pre-277

dicted, leading to more serious label imbalance. To278

facilitate future research, our constructed difficulty279

datasets will be publicly available.280

3 HASHEE: Hash Early Exiting281

3.1 What is Unnecessary and What Works?282

On the one hand, previous methods (Elbayad et al.,283

2020; Xin et al., 2021) that use learn-to-exit mod-284

ules have achieved competitive results, which im-285

plies that something works in the learn-to-exit mod-286

ules. On the other hand, our preliminary experi-287

ments show that instance difficulty is hard to be288

predicted in advance, which indicates that learning289

can be unnecessary to achieve a good performance.290

To find what works, we formally describe the 291

prediction of an early exiting model as P (y|x) = 292∑
d∈D P (y|x, d)P (d|x), where d is the difficulty 293

(e.g., the exiting layer) for x. Note that in practice, 294

P (D|x) is an one-hot distribution, so when d is pre- 295

dicted, the exiting layer, i.e., the model architecture 296

is determined. Therefore, the difficulty d actually 297

corresponds to an architecture.1 Now given that 298

the mapping from instance x to its difficulty d, 299

i.e., the best architecture, is hard to be learned, a 300

natural idea to make P (y|x) performs well is to 301

keep P (d|x) consistent: if a training instance xi 302

is predicted to exit at layer l, then an inference 303

instance xj that is similar with xi should exit at 304

layer l, too. By this, the activated architecture can 305

well-handle the instance xj during inference be- 306

cause it is well-trained on similar instances such as 307

xi. Note that this consistency between training and 308

inference can be easily satisfied by previous learn- 309

to-exit modules due to the smoothness of neural 310

models (Ziegel, 2003). Based on this hypothesis, 311

we manage to remove the learning process and only 312

stick to the consistency. In particular, we replace 313

the neural learn-to-exit module P (d|x) with a sim- 314

ple hash function. 315

3.2 Method 316

Without loss of generality, we first consider se- 317

quence classification tasks. A straightforward idea 318

is to design a hash function to map semantically 319

similar instances into the same bucket, and there- 320

fore the hash function should be some powerful se- 321

quence encoder such as Sentence-BERT (Reimers 322

and Gurevych, 2019), which is cumbersome in 323

computation. In addition, a high-quality sequence 324

encoder as a hash function usually maps instances 325

with the same label into the same bucket (i.e. the 326

same exiting layer), which makes the internal clas- 327

sifier at that layer suffer from label imbalance. Due 328

to the difficulty of holding consistency at sentence- 329

level, we rather propose to hold the consistency at 330

token-level. By assigning each token into a fixed 331

bucket, the token-level consistency between train- 332

ing and inference is easily satisfied. 333

An overview of our method is illustrated in Fig- 334

ure 3. We adopt a simple and efficient hash function 335

to map each token into a fixed bucket in advance, 336

where each bucket corresponds to an exiting layer. 337

1Note that this formulation is similar to some differentiable
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) and Mixture-of-Expert
(MoE) works, which also encountered similar difficulties in
learning architectures (Wang et al., 2021; Roller et al., 2021).
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This is an awesome movie

Embedding Layer

HASH TABLE

(Token → Layer)

…

this → 1

is → 1

an → 1

awesome → 3

movie → 2

…

Transformer Encoder Layer

Transformer Encoder Layer

Calculated Token Exited Token Attention Copy

Figure 3: Overview of the Hash-based Early Exiting
(HASHEE). Tokens are assigned to fixed exiting layers
using a hash function.

We use pre-trained Transformers (Vaswani et al.,338

2017) as our backbones. During model’s forward339

pass, the representation of exited tokens will not be340

updated through self-attention, and its hidden states341

of the upper layers are directly copied from the hid-342

den states of the exiting layer. By this token-level343

early exiting, the computation in self-attention and344

the following feed-forward network is reduced.345

3.3 Hash Functions346

To hold the token-level consistency between train-347

ing and inference, HASHEE employs hash func-348

tions to compute in advance the exiting layer for349

each token. During training and inference, each350

token exits at a fixed layer according to the pre-351

computed hash lookup table. The hash functions352

can take a variety of forms. Here we consider sev-353

eral hash functions as possible alternatives.354

Random Hash Random hash is a lower base-355

line, wherein we assign each token to a fixed, ran-356

dom exiting layer at initialization. To examine our357

hypothesis, we also consider to use two different358

random hash functions for training and inference359

respectively, in which case the consistency does not360

hold. We denote these two random hash functions361

as Rand-cons and Rand-incons.362

Frequency Hash To achieve higher speed-up, a363

natural way is to assign frequent tokens to lower364

layers to exit. Intuitively, frequent tokens are usu-365

ally well-trained during pre-training and therefore366

do not require too much refinement by looking at367

their contexts. Thus we can design a hash function368

that assigns tokens into exiting layers by frequency.369

In particular, the tokens are sorted by frequency370

and then divided equally into B buckets.371

MI Hash Further, we also consider a task- 372

specific hash function that is based on the mutual 373

information (MI) between each token and the corre- 374

sponding label, which, as an instance of HASHEE, 375

is also adopted in Liu et al. (2021b). Tokens are 376

sorted by their MI values between the task label, 377

and then divided equally into B buckets. Tokens 378

with higher MI values are assigned to lower layers. 379

Clustered Hash It is also intuitive that similar 380

tokens should be assigned to the same layer to 381

exit, and therefore we also experiment with a clus- 382

tered hash function. The clusters are obtained by 383

performing k-means clustering using token embed- 384

dings from BERTBASE embedding layer. The clus- 385

tered tokens are then sorted by norm, which often 386

relates to token frequency (Schakel and Wilson, 387

2015) and difficulty (Liu et al., 2020b). The clus- 388

tered tokens with small average norms are assigned 389

to lower layers. 390

4 Experiments 391

4.1 Tasks and Datasets 392

Since HASHEE requires no supervision, it can 393

be applied to a variety of tasks and architectures. 394

In our work, we conduct experiments on natu- 395

ral language understanding tasks including senti- 396

ment analysis, natural language inference, similar- 397

ity regression, and a language generation task, text 398

summarization. Statistics of our used datasets are 399

shown in Appendix A.1. 400

Understanding Tasks For the convenience of 401

comparison with other efficient models, we eval- 402

uate our proposed HASHEE on the ELUE bench- 403

mark (Liu et al., 2021a), which is comprised of 404

SST-2 (Socher et al., 2013), IMDb (Maas et al., 405

2011), SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015), SciTail (Khot 406

et al., 2018), MRPC (Dolan and Brockett, 2005), 407

and STS-B (Cer et al., 2017)). Note that STS-B is 408

a regression task. 409

Generation Tasks For language generation, we 410

evaluate HASHEE on two English summarization 411

datasets, CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015) 412

and Reddit (Kim et al., 2019), and two Chinese 413

summarization datasets: TTNews (Hua et al., 2017) 414

and CSL (Xu et al., 2020b). 415

4.2 Experimental Setup 416

Baselines We compare HASHEE with the follow- 417

ing competitive baseline models: (1) Pre-Trained 418
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Models SST-2 IMDb SNLI SciTail MRPC STS-B ELUE
(8.5k) (20.0k) (549.4k) (23.6k) (3.7k) (5.7k) Score

Pre-Trained Language Models
BERT-3L 79.3 (4.0×) 88.4 (4.0×) 87.1 (4.0×) 84.3 (4.0×) 76.0 (4.0×) 75.8 (4.0×) -3.70
ALBERT-3L 82.4 (3.6×) 90.7 (3.9×) 87.8 (3.7×) 87.5 (3.9×) 80.0 (3.6×) 79.1 (3.9×) -1.59
RoBERTa-3L 81.8 (4.1×) 90.7 (4.2×) 88.0 (3.8×) 84.9 (3.9×) 75.6 (3.9×) 67.5 (3.9×) -2.17
ElasticBERT-3L 84.1 (4.0×) 91.8 (4.0×) 89.3 (4.0×) 91.9 (4.0×) 83.1 (4.0×) 83.5 (4.0×) 0.00

Static Models
DistilBERT 84.8 (2.0×) 92.0 (2.0×) 89.2 (2.0×) 89.7 (2.0×) 83.8 (2.0×) 81.7 (2.0×) -2.55
TinyBERT 85.3 (2.0×) 89.0 (2.0×) 89.3 (2.0×) 90.0 (2.0×) 84.7 (2.0×) 85.0 (2.0×) -2.20
HeadPrune 84.8 (1.3×) 84.7 (1.5×) 87.8 (1.5×) 88.3 (1.5×) 77.8 (1.5×) 74.8 (1.5×) -6.85
BERT-of-Theseus 84.4 (2.0×) 90.7 (2.0×) 89.4 (2.0×) 92.1 (2.0×) 82.4 (2.0×) 85.0 (2.0×) -2.55

Dynamic Models
DeeBERT 78.9 (3.4×) 79.5 (4.1×) 48.1 (3.6×) 71.9 (3.4×) 79.1 (3.5×) - -
FastBERT 82.7 (3.7×) 92.5 (3.5×) 88.8 (3.5×) 89.0 (3.6×) 80.3 (4.2×) - -
PABEE 83.1 (2.9×) 91.6 (3.4×) 88.7 (3.1×) 90.7 (3.3×) 75.2 (3.5×) 80.1 (3.2×) -1.31
CascadeBERT 82.4 (3.8×) 91.8 (3.7×) 89.0 (3.6×) 91.7 (3.8×) 78.8 (3.8×) - -
BERxiT w/ BERT 71.8 (2.2×) 85.0 (2.8×) 88.4 (3.6×) 80.3 (3.4×) 74.9 (4.0×) 57.8 (4.0×) -6.12
BERxiT w/ ElasticBERT 72.6 (4.4×) 91.2 (4.0×) 84.7 (3.9×) 91.0 (4.0×) 78.6 (4.3×) 81.5 (4.0×) -3.90

Ours
HASHEE 85.5 (4.8×) 92.4 (6.2×) 89.6 (4.4×) 92.3 (5.1×) 84.0 (4.8×) 84.3 (4.6×) 1.20

Table 2: Main results on the ELUE benchmark (Liu et al., 2021a). We report for each model on each task the
performance and the corresponding speed-up ratio, which is calculated as the FLOPs reduction relative to BERTBASE.
For MRPC, we report the mean of accuracy and F1. For STS-B, we report Pearson and Spearman correlation. For
all other tasks we report accuracy. "-" indicates that the method is not applicable on that task.

Language Models. We directly fine-tune the419

first layers of pre-trained language models includ-420

ing BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), ALBERT (Lan421

et al., 2020), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), and422

ElasticBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) with a MLP clas-423

sifier on the top. (2) Static Models. We com-424

pare with several static approaches to acceler-425

ate language model inference, including Distil-426

BERT (Sanh et al., 2019), TinyBERT (Jiao et al.,427

2020), HeadPrune (Michel et al., 2019), and BERT-428

of-Theseus (Xu et al., 2020a). (3) Dynamic mod-429

els. We compare with DeeBERT (Xin et al., 2020),430

FastBERT (Liu et al., 2020a), PABEE (Zhou et al.,431

2020), BERxiT (Xin et al., 2021), and Cascade-432

BERT (Li et al., 2021a).433

Training For most NLU experiments we adopt434

the ElasticBERTBASE model (Liu et al., 2021a)435

as our backbone model, which is a pre-trained436

multi-exit Transformer encoder. For small datasets437

(i.e., SST-2, MRPC, and STS-B) we report the438

mean performance and the standard deviation439

(in Table 3 and 9) over 5 runs with different440

random seeds. For text summarization datasets441

we adopt BARTBASE (Lewis et al., 2020) and442

CPTBASE (Shao et al., 2021) as our backbone mod-443

els and use the frequency hash to assign tokens444

Hash Speed SST-2 SNLI MRPC
Functions -up (8.5k) (549.4k) (3.7k)

Backbone: ElasticBERT-6L

Rand-incons 3.0× 85.5 (±0.53) 89.7 85.0 (±0.22)

Rand-cons 3.0× 85.7 (±0.45) 90.1 86.3 (±0.67)

Frequency 4.9× 85.5 (±0.41) 89.6 84.0 (±0.27)

MI 3.3× 85.5 (±0.49) 90.0 86.0 (±0.23)

Clustered 3.0× 85.7 (±0.50) 90.2 86.3 (±0.47)

Backbone: ElasticBERT-12L

Rand-incons 1.6× 85.7 (±0.38) 89.6 86.6 (±0.45)

Rand-cons 1.5× 86.5 (±0.37) 90.2 87.4 (±0.34)

Frequency 2.8× 85.6 (±0.37) 89.8 84.4 (±0.17)

MI 1.8× 86.6 (±0.17) 90.1 87.2 (±0.66)

Clustered 1.5× 87.0 (±0.54) 90.1 87.3 (±0.48)

Table 3: Comparison of different hash functions. The
speed-up ratios are calculated by FLOPs reduction rel-
ative to BERTBASE and averaged over the three tasks.
The ELUE score is averaged over the three tasks. For
small datasets, i.e., SST-2 and MRPC, we report the
mean and standard deviation over five runs.

to the encoder layers. All of the experiments are 445

conducted on GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs. More 446

experimental details are given in Appendix A.2. 447

4.3 Results and Analysis 448

Results on ELUE We first show our main com- 449

parison results on ELUE test sets in Table 2. Us- 450
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Model Speed-up English Chinese
Enc. Dec. Total Reddit CNN/DM CSL TTNews

BART 1.0× 1.0× 1.0× 29.71/9.91/23.43 44.16/21.28/40.90 64.49/52.48/61.81 53.84/38.09/49.85
DAT 1.0× 0.5× 0.8× 27.02/8.89/22.68 40.30/17.77/37.53 - -
BART-6L 2.0× 1.4× 1.8× 26.22/6.82/21.05 40.02/16.60/36.82 -
HASHEE w/ BART 3.3× 1.0× 1.8× 28.77/8.52/21.97 41.04/18.41/37.65 - -

CPT 1.0× 1.0× 1.0× - - 65.49/53.82/62.96 53.48/37.59/49.82
CPT-6L 2.0× 1.8× 2.0× - - 52.29/39.35/50.06 50.89/33.75/45.42
HASHEE w/ CPT 2.3× 1.5× 2.3× - - 62.42/49.96/59.15 52.67/35.31/46.97

Table 4: Experimental results on two English and two Chinese summarization datasets. We report ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L for each dataset. The speedup ratios for English and Chinese models are calculated by
the FLOPs reduction relative to BARTBASE and CPTBASE, respectively, and averaged over the performed datasets.
Here we re-implement the confidence thresholding variant of DAT (Elbayad et al., 2020).

Figure 4: Comparison of the ELUE scores achieved by
HASHEE with different hash functions.

Figure 5: Comparison of actual inference time.

ing the frequency hash that assigns tokens to the451

first 6 layers of ElasticBERTBASE, HASHEE can452

outperform most considered baselines with fewer453

FLOPs. To fairly compare with baselines of various454

speedup ratios, we also report the ELUE score (Liu455

et al., 2021a), which is a two-dimensional (perfor-456

mance and FLOPs) metric for efficient NLP mod-457

els, measuring how much a model oversteps Elas-458

ticBERT. Table 2 shows that HASHEE achieved a459

new state-of-the-art ELUE score. To fairly compare460

with the learn-to-exit baseline we also implement461

BERxiT (Xin et al., 2021) with ElasticBERTBASE.462

Figure 6: Comparison of different backbone models.

Comparison of Different Hash Functions We 463

then evaluate HASHEE with different hash func- 464

tions detailed in Section 3.3. For all these hash 465

functions, we assign tokens to the 6 and 12 lay- 466

ers of ElasticBERT-6L and ElasticBERT-12L, re- 467

spectively. Experimental results on SST-2, SNLI, 468

and MRPC are given in Table 3. Among the hash 469

functions, the frequency hash achieves the highest 470

speedup while maintaining a considerable perfor- 471

mance. With the backbone of ElasticBERT-12L, 472

these hash functions, except for the frequency hash, 473

cannot achieve considerable speedup. Besides, we 474

find that ElasticBERT-12L did not significantly out- 475

perform ElasticBERT-6L with HASHEE. We con- 476

jecture that higher layers are not good at querying 477

information from hidden states of tokens that exit 478

too early. In this work, we are more interested in 479

the case of high acceleration ratio, so we adopt 480

ElasticBERT-6L as our main backbone. To make 481

a more intuitive comparison of these hash func- 482

tions with different speedup ratios, we also show 483

in Figure 4 the ELUE scores on SST-2 and SNLI 484

with ElasticBERT-6L as backbone. We find that the 485

frequency hash outperforms other hash functions 486

by a large margin, and therefore in the following 487
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experiments we mainly use the frequency hash. Be-488

sides, only the Rand-incons hash obtains negative489

ELUE score, demonstrating the benefit of maintain-490

ing consistency between training and inference.491

Comparison of Actual Inference Time Because492

most of the operations in the Transformer architec-493

ture are well optimized by modern deep learning494

frameworks and parallel processing hardwares such495

as GPU and TPU, FLOPs may not precisely reflect496

the actual inference time. To that end, here we also497

evaluate actual inference time on a single GeForce498

RTX 3090 GPU. Note that the speedup ratio of499

previous early exiting methods are usually tested500

on a per-instance basis, i.e. the batch size is set501

to 1. However, batch inference is often more fa-502

vorable in both offline scenarios and low-latency503

scenarios (Zhang et al., 2019). Here we compare504

HASHEE with two baselines that have similar per-505

formance, i.e., FastBERT and PABEE. Our exper-506

iments are conducted on two datasets with very507

different average sentence length, i.e., SNLI and508

IMDb. Results are given in Table 5 and Figure 5.509

We find HASHEE has an advantage in processing510

speed when the batch size exceeds 8. Besides,511

HASHEE can perform larger batch inference due512

to its memory-efficiency.513

SNLI (Avg Len: 27) IMDb (Avg Len: 278)
Acc FLOPs # samples/sec Acc FLOPs # samples/sec

BERT 90.4 1.0× 2093 (1.0×) 93.0 1.0× 177 (1.0×)

FastBERT 88.8 3.5× 4128 (2.0×) 92.5 3.5× 553 (3.1×)

PABEE 88.7 3.1× 4596 (2.2×) 91.6 3.4× 571 (3.2×)

HashEE 89.6 4.4× 6779 (3.2×) 92.4 6.2× 976 (5.5×)

Table 5: Maximal number of processing samples per
second on a single RTX 3090 GPU with 24GB memory.

Comparison of Different Backbones To evalu-514

ate the versatility of HASHEE, we also conduct ex-515

periments with other backbone models, i.e., BERT,516

ALBERT, and RoBERTa. As shown in Figure 6,517

HASHEE outperforms other baselines with the518

same backbone.519

Accelerating Seq2Seq Models Since520

HASHEE requires no supervision, it can521

also be applied to seq2seq models for generation522

tasks. We first evaluate HASHEE with BARTBASE523

as our backbone on two English summarization524

tasks. As shown in Table 4, HASHEE can achieve525

significant speedup for BART encoder while526

maintaining considerable ROUGE scores. Besides,527

we find that previous early exiting methods528

that measure the uncertainty of internal outputs529

would rather slow down decoder inference due to 530

the heavy computation of prediction over large 531

vocabulary. In addition, to further explore the 532

speedup potential of HASHEE, we also experiment 533

with CPT (Shao et al., 2021), which has a deep 534

encoder and a shallow decoder. Results on CSL 535

and TTNews depict that HASHEE can achieve 536

2.3× speedup relative to CPT while maintaining 537

97% ROUGE-1. We also report results of the 538

6-layer versions of BART (with 3 encoder layers 539

and 3 decoder layers) and CPT (with 5 encoder 540

layers and 1 decoder layer). 541

5 Related Work 542

Large-scale pre-trained language models (PLMs) 543

have achieved great success in recent years. De- 544

spite their power, the inference is time-consuming, 545

which hinders their deployment in low-latency sce- 546

narios. To accelerate PLM inference, there are 547

currently two streams of work: (1) Compressing 548

a cumbersome PLM through knowledge distilla- 549

tion (Sanh et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 550

2020), model pruning (Gordon et al., 2020; Michel 551

et al., 2019), quantization (Shen et al., 2020), mod- 552

ule replacing (Xu et al., 2020a), etc. (2) Selec- 553

tively activating parts of the model conditioned 554

on the input, such as Universal Transformer (De- 555

hghani et al., 2019), FastBERT (Liu et al., 2020a), 556

DeeBERT (Xin et al., 2020), PABEE (Zhou et al., 557

2020), LeeBERT (Zhu, 2021), CascadeBERT (Li 558

et al., 2021a), ElasticBERT (Liu et al., 2021a) 559

and other similar methods (Elbayad et al., 2020; 560

Schwartz et al., 2020; Liao et al., 2021; Xin et al., 561

2021; Sun et al., 2021). Different from these meth- 562

ods, our proposed HASHEE requires no internal 563

classifiers (which imply extra parameters) and su- 564

pervision, and therefore can be widely used in a 565

variety of tasks and model architectures. 566

6 Conclusion 567

We first empirically study the learnability of in- 568

stance difficulty, which is a crucial problem in early 569

exiting. Based on the observation that modern neu- 570

ral models perform poorly on estimating instance 571

difficulty, we propose a hash-based early exiting ap- 572

proach, named HASHEE, that removes the learning 573

process and only sticks to the consistency between 574

training and inference. Our experiments on classi- 575

fication, regression, and generation tasks show that 576

HASHEE can achieve state-of-the-art performance 577

with fewer computation and inference time. 578
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A Appendix919

A.1 Dataset Statistics920

Here we list the statistics of our used language921

understanding and generation datasets in Table 6922

and Table 7.923

Tasks Datasets |Train| |Dev| |Test|

Sentiment
Analysis

SST-2 8,544 1,101 2,208
IMDb 20,000 5,000 25,000

Natural Language
Inference

SNLI 549,367 9,842 9,824
SciTail 23,596 1,304 2,126

Similarity and
Paraphrase

MRPC 3,668 408 1,725
STS-B 5,749 1,500 1,379

Table 6: Statistics of our used language understanding
datasets.

Datasets Source # Pairs
Train Dev Test

Reddit Social Media 41,675 645 645
CNN/DM News 287,084 13,367 11,489
TTNews News 50,000 - 2,000
CSL Academic 20,000 3,000 3,000

Table 7: Statistics of our used text summarization
datasets.

A.2 Experimental Details924

For small datasets in ELUE, i.e. SST-2, MRPC,925

and STS-B, we conduct grid search over batch sizes926

of {16, 32}, learning rates of {2e-5, 3e-5, 5e-5},927

number of epochs of {3, 4, 5}, warmup step ratios928

of {0.1, 0.01}, and weight decays of {0.1, 0.01}929

with an AdamW optimizer. We select the hyperpa-930

rameters that achieved the best performance on the931

development sets, and perform 5 runs with different932

random seeds to obtain the mean performance and933

standard deviation. For SNLI, SciTail, and IMDb,934

we use the same hyperparameters. All of the hy-935

perparameters used in our language understanding936

experiments are given in Table 8.937

For English summarization tasks, i.e.,938

CNN/DailyMail and Reddit, we use the same939

hyperparameters as BART. For Chinese summa-940

rization tasks, i.e., TTNews and CSL, we use the941

same hyperparameters as CPT.942

A.3 Additional Experimental Results943

In previous experiments we assign tokens to the944

same number of buckets as the number of layers.945

Here we also explore other configurations. For946

Tasks LR BSZ Epoch WSR WD

SST-2 5e-5 16 3 0.1 0.1
IMDb 5e-5 32 3 0.1 0.01
SNLI 5e-5 32 3 0.1 0.01
SciTail 5e-5 32 3 0.1 0.01
MRPC 5e-5 32 4 0.1 0.01
STS-B 5e-5 16 5 0 0.1

Table 8: Best-performed hyperparameters on ELUE
tasks. LR: Learning Rate. BSZ: Batch Size. WSR:
Warmup Step Ratio. WD: Weight Decay.

# L # B Speed SST-2 SNLI MRPC
-up (8.5k) (549.4k) (3.7k)

12

12 2.8× 85.6 (±0.37) 89.8 84.4 (±0.17)

6 2.9× 84.9 (±0.69) 89.7 83.7 (±0.26)

4 3.0× 85.2 (±0.43) 89.6 83.7 (±0.15)

3 3.0× 85.3 (±0.37) 89.7 82.9 (±0.29)

2 3.1× 85.2 (±0.19) 89.7 82.8 (±0.40)

6
6 4.9× 85.5 (±0.41) 89.6 84.0 (±0.27)

3 5.0× 85.2 (±0.42) 89.5 83.5 (±0.54)

2 5.1× 85.4 (±0.33) 89.6 83.6 (±0.19)

Table 9: Comparison of different numbers of model
layers and buckets with frequency hash function. "#
L" and "# B" mean number of layers and number of
buckets. For small datasets, i.e., SST-2 and MRPC, we
report the mean and standard deviation over five runs
with different random seeds.

each configuration, we assign tokens to B buckets, 947

corresponding to exiting layers {1 + 12b/B}B−1
b=0 . 948

For instance, if we have 12 layers and 3 buckets, 949

the 3 buckets correspond to the {1, 5, 9} layers. 950

Overall results are given in Table 9, where we show 951

results of 8 configurations with the frequency hash. 952

Similar with Table 3, we find that 6-layer models 953

perform well while achieving higher acceleration 954

ratios. In addition, the number of buckets has no 955

significant effect on acceleration ratio. Configura- 956

tions that the number of layers equals to the number 957

of buckets perform slightly better than other con- 958

figurations. 959

A.4 Details on FLOPs Calculation 960

Here we take a closer look at the HASHEE model 961

forward process, and see which FLOPs are saved 962

during inference. 963

Given the hidden states at layer l as Hl ∈ Rn×d 964

and the hidden states of remaining tokens are de- 965

noted as hl ∈ Rm×d, where n is the original se- 966

quence length and m is the number of remaining 967

tokens at layer l, the calculation of one Transformer 968

encoder layer with HASHEE can be formally de- 969
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scribed as970

qi,Ki,Vi = hlWQ
i ,H

lWK
i ,HlWV

i , (1)971

xi = Softmax(
qiK

⊤
i√

dk
)Vi, (2)972

x = Concat(x1, · · · ,xh)W
O, (3)973

hl+1 = ReLU(xW1)W2, (4)974

Hl+1 = Copy(Hl,hl+1), (5)975

where we lowercase the representations with re-976

duced shape, i.e., qi,xi ∈ Rm×dk , x,h ∈977

Rm×d. dk is the dimension of each attention head.978

Copy(Hl,hl+1) is to copy the hidden states of the979

exited tokens from Hl and concatenate with the980

updated hidden states hl+1. By this token-level981

early exiting, the computation in self-attention and982

the following feed-forward network is reduced.983

In particular, we show in Table 10 the saved984

MACs (Multiply–Accumulate Operations) in each985

module of one Transformer encoder layer. We986

estimate FLOPs with twice the MACs.987

Module Saved MACs

SelfAttn

LinearProj (n−m)d2

MultiHeadAttn 2n(n−m)(h+ d)
OutProj (n−m)d2

LayerNorm 2(n−m)d

FFN
FFN 2(n−m)ddff
LayerNorm 2(n−m)d

Table 10: Saved MACs in one Transformer encoder
layer. Here we assume hdk = d. dff is the hidden size
of the Feed-Forward Network (FFN) sublayer.
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